American Society of Safety Engineering (ASSE) - ASSE Oman Chapter is set as a working voluntary group, that is currently establishing in Muscat and strives to prosper and expand its wings to pioneer in all areas of HEALTH, SAFETY and ENVIRONMENT of all fields and across the entire of Sultanate of Oman and led by ASSE Global at USA.

ASSE Oman Chapter Inaugural is the 1st ONE DAY FREE ATTENDANCE EVENT that opens the doors to all HSE expertise who are locals and non-locals to come aboard and get involved for the benefit of sharing experience and knowledge transfer within all workforce levels (horizontally and vertical) starting with students and graduate to the highest senior position including directors of all fields for under (Manufacturing, Industrial, Petroleum, Highways, Infrastructures, Civil Defense, Emergency Services, Telecommunication, Entertainment, Educational, Social and Community, Engineering, Medical Health Services) and many more fields and areas that HSE entails.

**Event Overview**

The ASSE Oman Chapter Inaugural is the 1st event that takes place in Oman aiming to gather vast and diverse groups of HSE experts who are in Oman. The event will provide opportunity for local and non-local to get introduced to ASSE Oman Chapter and for the industry leaders and experts to share their experience, ideas, lessons learnt and knowledge transfer.

**Who Should Attend**

- HSE Officers, Technicians, Inspectors, Specialist, Engineers, Coordinators, Trainers, Supervisors
- HSE Managers, Directors, Head Sections, Advisors, Consultants, Auditors
- Health, Emergency Services, Service Providers
- HSE Students and Graduates

**Event Focus**

The event focuses in introducing ASSE to HSE expertise under one roof and one professional umbrella.

In addition, to bestow in providing opportunities to form, contribute and value to join ASSE Oman Chapter and building a one stop shop of expertise platform that enriches everyone with knowledge share, learning experience and networking through various channels of services that ASSE Oman Chapter is providing in the form of Technical Presentation, Events and Conferences, Workshops, Mentoring Sessions, Site Visits and Trainings under different levels for HSE (Graduates, Officers and Inspectors, Technical and Technicians, Managers, Head Sections, Advisors and Directors, Specialists).
Joining ASSE Oman Chapter

There are many benefits that a person can gain by joining ASSE, which includes enhancing skills, receiving good mentors by professionals in the field, interacting and networking, build solid profile and share knowledge and lesson learnt, not to mention building professional and work opportunities across the fields of professionalism and within HSE. In addition, to contribution to the official professional fields as well as to the Omani Society.

To register at ASSE Oman Chapter, you will need to register at ASSE Global first and then included at ASSE Oman Chapter. You can register by completing the (ASSE Global Application Form) for professional that will entitle them to ($25) discount to the application fee, if they completed the registration process and have used the ASSE Oman Chapter Discount Code (1302OMAN) before 31st Oct 2013.

There is a special form for students who would like to take early steps in building their profile and join ASSE Global and ASSE Oman Chapter by completing (ASSE Student Application Form) and they are entitled to pay ($15/year) only.

Further information are attached with this package related to ASSE Global and ASSE Oman Chapter for your information and gain an insight to what can ASSE offer you and your colleague of facilities and opportunities to assist your motivation in strengthen your HSE background and proposer.

With this brochure

- ASSE Global Fact Sheet
- ASS Global Application Form
- Practice Specialist
- ASSE Student Application Form
- ASSE Global Student Membership Benefits
- Oman Chapter From ASSE USA Letter
- Letter of Sponsorship Request
- Letter of Support for ASSE Oman Chapter

Contact Us

If you require further information or any help, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Contact ASSE Oman Chapter on the following:

E-mail address: asseomanchapter@gmail.com

Contact ASSE Global on the following:

E-mail address: customerservice@asse.org
1800 East Oakton Street
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018-2187 USA
+01.847.699.2929
FAX +01.847.296.3769
www.asse.org
08:30 am - Registration & Coffee

09:00 am - Opening remarks from ASSE OC President
**Nadhirah Alhinais**

09:15 am - Introductory to ASSE Global
**Dr. Jitu C. Patel**

09:45 am - Introductory to ASSE OC President
**Nadhirah Alhinais**

10:00 am - ASSE OC Strategy & Approach
**Roshan Varghese**

**10:20 am Morning Coffee & Networking**

**10:50 am - A Personal Experience of HSE in Oman**

- HSE in General and Occupational Health and Safety
- Share of best practice on Health & Safety programs
- HSE inspector's role with issues and challenges faced in Oman and the way forward

**Ali Al Mandhry**, Retired PDO Head of Medical Former Editor of PDO Health Newsletter

11:20 am - A How to build a Safety Culture in your Organization

- Reporting Culture
- Safety Awareness
- Walk the Talk
- Recognitions and Awards
- The 3 “E”s

**Mohammed AL-Mashani**, Port of Salalah, Senior Manager, HSSE

11:50 am - Importance of enhancing HSE networking and societies in Oman (Panel Discussion)

12:20 pm - Registration Support Session
**ASSE OC Taskforce Team**

**13:00 pm Lunch & Prayer Break**

**14:00 pm - Process Plant Disaster - Where Fire & Safety Culture is Lacking**

- Revising traditional way of thinking and behaving
- Maximizing creativity & innovation through sound safety culture
- A cultural change towards zero incidents

**Dr. Jitu C. Patel**, CPEA

**14:30 pm Afternoon Coffee & Networking**

**15:00 pm - Changes in HSE compliance vs. HSE implementations in projects & working environment**

- Changes in National & International Compliance
- Integrating all compliance and implementing them
- Balance in change management

TBC

**15:30 pm - Underpinning ASSE Oman Chapter**

- Expected Support and Cooperation
- Future Plans & Communication
- Signing Petitions

**Nadhirah Alhinais**, ASSE OC President

**16:00 pm Consummation**
Mr. Jitu C. Patel is a health & safety international consultant with over forty five years of experience in Safety, Health & Environment field with chemicals, oil & gas corporations. For 21 years, Mr. Patel has provided health & safety professional services to Aramco, the world’s largest Oil & Gas producing & processing corporation in Saudi Arabia. He directed a team of Safety Engineers providing safety management support to one of the world’s largest refineries, master gas gathering and recovery plants and also to their associated multi-million dollar modernization & expansion projects. Mr. Patel provided technical training and conducted research for 15 years in the field of fire & explosion, health and environment issues at an export-oriented heavy chemical manufacturing company owned by UK Oil companies, for safe processing, storage and world-wide distribution of company products, such as, Chlorine, Bromine, halogenated hydrocarbons, Anti-Knock gasoline Lead additives, Hydrogen, Caustic and Acids.

Mr. Patel prepared many safety audit reports at heavy chemicals, oil & gas corporations. He developed and conducted Fire & Safety seminars for benefit of Safety & Fire Prevention engineers and line management of industry operations, maintenance & engineering organizations. He is an author of many papers, which are presented at International conferences and published in technical journals of high repute. Mr. Patel assisted in developing Safety Engineering Standards for Middle East countries. He contributed in preparing, reviewing and coordinating Corporate General Instructions, Safe Operating Instructions, Fire & Safety Engineering standards, Accountability Reports, and Business and Operating Plans.

Ali Said Ali Al Mandhary graduated with honours Bachelors of Science degree in Microbiology (MIBiol) in the UK and later qualified in the three disciplines of pathology (Clinical Microbiology, Biochemistry & Haematology) from the Institute of Biomedical Sciences, UK where he acquired Associate of Biomedical Scientists, AIBMS. He is a former Head of multidisciplinary Medical Laboratory in Petroleum Development Oman (PDO), a premier company for Oil and Gas industry in Oman, for the last 26 years (32 years in the company until retirement). Have spearheaded the evolution of the laboratory from semi manual techniques to automated state of the art technology.

A key professional of the Medical Clinic who played a significant role in transforming Company's Medical Services. A forthright advocate of raising health awareness issues across the employees of PDO. And was former editor of PDO popular health newsletter.

One of the pioneer of PDO Wellness program that resulted in Annual Wellness Walk as part of Health promotion. A key professional who championed the Computerization of the PDO Medical Clinic and the development of Occupational Health module.

The author of the first ever professional Medical Procedure Guide that was praised by Shell Medical audit.

Ali Al Mandhary was the organizer of Occupational Health booth (stall) in the first International Occupational Health (OH) Conference (2006) held in Oman & the 2nd held in 2010.
Mr. Mohammed Al Mashani has worked extensively in the field of HSE Management with companies like PDO where he was instrumental in motivating Cargo Haulage contractors towards continuous quality improvement within the Cargo haulage and consolidation operations as the Head of Cargo Haulage. He also played a vital role in the coordinating the implementation of Shell HSE EP 2005 Global standards in PDO. A spectrum of his achievements at PDO include the Implementation and maintenance of the HSE-Management System. In a career spanning more than a decade he has worked at Aromatics Oman LLC where he was responsible for establishing company HSE policy and systems and achieved the rare distinction of 0 LTIs in Aromatics construction with more than 8000 employees at site.

As a senior Manager HSSE at the Port Of Salalah he manages and develops the company’s Health, Safety, Security and Environmental functions, implementing policies, procedures and systems to provide for a safe and secure business operation. Mr. Al Mashani provides leadership and direction for the HSSE Department for Port operations. As a result of his efforts the Port Of Salalah implemented the Safety culture course for a staff of more than 2000 in less than 4 months. He has won 2 Oman Green Awards and The Best Safety Improvements Award in 2009 from APMT terminals and Lloyds safety award for Middle East and Indian sub-content 2011.

Mr Al Mashani holds a Bachelor of Science, Safety Management from Central Missouri State University and a Master of Science, Facilities Management and Asset Maintenance from Herriot-Watt University Edinburgh.

Nadhira Alhinai is the Head of HSE at Royal Opera House Muscat (ROHM) with responsibility for developing, managing and training on (HSEMS).

Prior to joining ROHM, Nadhira has driven the Decree No. (42) of 2009 concerning the Environment, Health and Safety Management System (EHSMS) in Abu Dhabi Emirate that was issued by the Crown Prince, Chairman of the Executive Council Sheikh Mohamed bin Zayed in UAE. She had worked at several organisations in GHD Consultancy in Abu Dhabi as a Senior EHS Consultant and in Al-Ain Municipality as EHS Manager. Nadhira also worked in Mouchel Group in UK in several positions starting with Highways & Infrastructure Engineer to Safety, Health, Quality and Environment (SHEQ) Regional Advisor for Highways and Infrastructure Business Stream for 6 years.

Nadhira holds BEng (honours) Civil and Environment Engineer from Liverpool John Moores University. She holds Professional Qualifications in HSE with the following bodies NEBOSH, IOSH and IEMA; and skilled in training, mentoring and auditing.

Her professional interests are in wide range but currently focusing on few things that she can manage within her time constraint. Currently, she is a very active member of PMI-AGC Oman Region under the International body of Project Management Institute (PMI) that is based in USA, with her role as the Director of Treasurer and Publication in Oman branch.

Nadhira constantly strives to learn more to gain and expand further knowledge by pursuing new challenges and endeavour various roles. Her multicultural and diverse background helped her to fit and adapt to changes in her life and gave her the capability to penetrate through United Nation circle.
Contact Name: ___________________________ Position: ___________________________

Organisation Name: _______________________ City: _____________ Country: _____________

E-mail Address: ___________________________ Contact Number: _______________________

Address: __________________________________________ Postal Code: _____________

Fax Number: _______________ Website: _______________ Signature: _______________________

Delegates Information

Mr. / Ms. / Mrs.: ___________________________
Delegate Name: ___________________________
Position: _________________________________
E-mail Address: ___________________________
Contact Number: ___________________________

Mr. / Ms. / Mrs.: ___________________________
Delegate Name: ___________________________
Position: _________________________________
E-mail Address: ___________________________
Contact Number: ___________________________

Mr. / Ms. / Mrs.: ___________________________
Delegate Name: ___________________________
Position: _________________________________
E-mail Address: ___________________________
Contact Number: ___________________________

Mr. / Ms. / Mrs.: ___________________________
Delegate Name: ___________________________
Position: _________________________________
E-mail Address: ___________________________
Contact Number: ___________________________

(Seats are limited and priority will be given on the basis of first come first served)
For confirmation of registration, please fill in the form and send it back before
30/09/2013 to: asseomanchapter@gmail.com
Contact Name: ___________________________ Position: ___________________________
Organisation Name: _____________________ City: ___________ Country: ___________
E-mail Address: _________________________ Contact Number: ________________
Address: __________________________________ Postal Code: ________________
Fax Number: _______________ Website: ________________ Signature: ________________

Sponsorship Opportunity & Benefits

Gold
Contribution: 1000 OMR
Guaranteed Delegates Seats: 10
Logo and name on all Publications
Exhibition Space - Large Banner

Silver
Contribution: 800 OMR
Guaranteed Delegates Seats: 5
Logo and name on all Publications
Exhibition Space - Medium Banner

Bronze
Contribution: 600 OMR
Guaranteed Delegates Seats: 3
Logo and name on all Publications
Small Banner

Lunch
Contribution: 500 OMR
Guaranteed Delegates Seats: 0
Logo and name on all Publications

(Seats are limited and priority will be given on the basis of first come first served)
For confirmation of registration, please fill in the form and send it back before 30/09/2013 to:asseomanchapter@gmail.com